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ABSTRACT
Sports video is regarded as a good testing bed for techniques
on content based video analysis and processing. Although
partially successful systems have been designed for specific
sports domains with limited data, most previous works do
not adequately address the problem of temporal segmenta-
tion for event detection, nor the event representation prob-
lem. In this paper, we present an analysis of soccer video for
detecting the semantic notion of offense. It is not only use-
ful as a new semantic concept of sports video analysis, but
also provides temporal segmentation for video event detec-
tion and representation. We propose a system to detect the
offensive unit in soccer video automatically. The offensive
unit is then used to calculate new semantics like possession,
as well as to detect goal events in video. Experimental re-
sults on various sources of soccer video have verified that our
approach extracts the new semantic notions successfully and
facilitates video event detection and representation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing; I.2.10 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vi-
sion and Scene Understanding—Video analysis; I.4 [Image
Processing And Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation

Keywords
events, temporal segmentation, semantics, sports video

1. INTRODUCTION
Sports video is regarded as a good testing bed for tech-

niques on content based video analysis and processing. It
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involves a variety of problems such as video indexing, se-
mantic analysis, video retrieval, video summarization and
streaming. Concepts and events are generally well defined
in sports video, and sports video applications are strongly
driven by the popularity of different sports, such as soccer,
basketball and tennis.

In the literature, previous works have focused on several
key aspects. One of these is extracting different cues for
sports video analysis, such as slow-motion replays [16, 10,
15], dominant colors (playground colors) [5, 12], player uni-
form colors [21], ball trajectories [25, 7, 17, 9, 19, 26], goal
mouths [25, 20] and penalty areas [6], captions [13, 14] and
texts [2], and audios [18, 8]. Another primary area of in-
vestigation is the segmentation of sports video into differ-
ent categories (mostly based on shots), such as play/pause
detection [5, 11] and structure analysis [7, 24, 22]. A third
area is the extraction of different semantic levels and applica-
tions, such as sports video summarization [6], highlights [25,
8], and detection of specific high-level events like goals [5],
shots [7], and other activity [23].

Detection of high-level sports video events is particularly
challenging because current event detection techniques suf-
fer from the difficulties of temporal segmentation, i.e., deter-
mining which features in what time period should be used
for event detection or reasoning. Further problems are pre-
sented by event representation, such as what video segment
of a detected event should be presented to the user for a
more complete experience. These problems are not well ad-
dressed in most previous works, in which a shot or a pre-
defined length of video were taken as the temporal unit for
event analysis [3]. Some works [5, 11] used a slip window
or fixed window around some exciting occurrences such as
slow-motion replay segments for event detection and a fixed
window length for event representation, such as 15 seconds
or 30 seconds. Other HMM based techniques [23] working
at the frame level tend to avoid the temporal segmenta-
tion problem by determining video states and transitions of
states simultaneously. However, as it is well known, this ap-
proach is less stable and highly dependent on the training
data and test data.

A suitable temporal segmentation should: 1) reflect the
inherent structure of video data; 2) coincide with human
understanding and facilitate user experience; 3) be practical
from the technical point of view. In this paper, we present a
semantic notion of “offense” as the temporal unit for sports
video analysis. It is defined as a complete attempt of a team
(player) in an opponent sport to score a point.

The notion of offense exists in most opponent sports, es-
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pecially popular sports such as soccer, basketball, volleyball,
football and tennis. Offense itself has very clear semantics,
and provides very interesting information for video summa-
rization and highlight extraction. A change in the offensive
team is moreover a natural temporal segmentation criterion
for event detection and representation, and is practical and
possible to be extracted automatically and efficiently.

A system for offense segmentation and offense based event
detection in soccer video is presented in this paper. The soc-
cer video is first parsed into shots, and the shots are classi-
fied based on automatically extracted playground color and
player uniform colors. Camera motion of each frame is then
estimated as an indicator of offense direction in global view
shots, and adjacent frames with the same offense direction
are grouped into the same offense segment together with
non-global view shots that follow them. Domain knowledge
is applied to further refine the offense segmentation and to
handle problems like backward passing. Once the offense
level is established, possession percentages could be calcu-
lated by summing up the offense time of each team, and the
goal event is detected with multiple extractable cues within
each offense.

The major contributions of our work in this paper include
the following:

1. a novel semantic notion of “offense”, which is the unit
for our video analysis and event detection;

2. a complete novel system to robustly extract “offense”
from video data automatically, and in addition, to cal-
culate “possession”;

3. a novel offense based Bayesian network for soccer video
event (goal) detection.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
definition of offense, which is our temporal unit for sports
video analysis. Our system for soccer video analysis and
event detection based on the semantic notion of offense is
introduced in Section 3, with experimental results presented
in Section 4. We discuss future extensions in Section 5 and
conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. OFFENSE AS THE TEMPORAL UNIT
OF ANALYSIS

Offense is a general semantic notion of sports video, espe-
cially for opponent sports like soccer, basketball, volleyball,
football, and tennis. It is defined as a complete attempt to
score a point. It could be a serve in tennis, a hit in table
tennis, or a possession of the ball in soccer or basketball, for
example. Note that a “complete” offense is not necessarily a
“successful” offense, and offensive actions may include some
seemingly defensive activities such as a block in volleyball,
since could possibly lead to a point. And sometimes, of-
fense may produce a point for the opponent, e.g., smashing
the ball out of bounds. In other sports like soccer and bas-
ketball, although offense is an attempt for a point, it may
lead to an alternate result such as another offensive attempt
(from an opponent’s foul).

Obviously, not all offense leads to a point, but each point
is based on some offense. As a result, offense is a natu-
ral temporal segmentation criterion for event detection. In
other words, division of video into segments of offense facil-
itates detection of events within each corresponding period.

In addition, since offense is a complete attempt to score a
point, it is usually appropriate to present the offense seg-
ment with the detected event for a complete user experience
for the event. This is nominally better than a fixed win-
dow which may include some irrelevant video or miss some
important context of the event.

Offense is not only a temporal segmentation criterion for
event detection and representation. It also provides very
useful information for video summarization and highlight
extraction. For example, in soccer video, offense time and
frequency are important components of possession percent-
age. Segmentation of offense can also help coaches in ana-
lyzing players and team behavior as the score changes. With
temporal and motion analysis for the offense, it is also very
easy to find fast breaks in soccer or basketball video auto-
matically. In tennis and volleyball videos, while points with
only one offense are obviously serve-score, points with nu-
merous occurrences of offense (for both sides) are often the
most exciting segments of the game.

In sports video like tennis and volleyball, there are usu-
ally some fixed cameras shooting the whole playing area.
Offense could be detected by tracking and analyzing the
ball trajectory in the video with respect to the net and the
boundary lines [17]. For soccer and basketball videos, the
ball can be difficult to track, but when the ball trajectory is
extractable [26] it is useful for offense analysis. To improve
robustness, we propose to detect offense by analyzing the
motion of players, which is usually consistent with the cam-
era motion, since the camera is always trying to catch the
ball. We will further explain this technique in the following
section.

It is interesting to note that, different from most previous
works, a shot is not taken as the unit for video analysis in
our work. As has been mentioned in previous works [11], a
shot in sports video is not a unit for telling a story. It has
little semantic meaning in sports video. Several offensive se-
ries may occur within just one shot, and a shot could also be
just a replay of previous events. Even though the shots are
grouped into in play segments and out-of-play segments [3],
a shot based segment would be too long for an event like a
goal if only the last third of the global view shot is really
relevant to the goal. So a shot is not an ideal segmentation
indicator for event detection or hierarchical video browsing
and retrieving. However, as we show in the following section,
different shot types do convey very important information
about the game. As a result, shot segmentation and classi-
fication is still beneficial in sports video analysis and event
detection.

The notion of offense is designed for general usage in
sports video, and as discussed in this section, offense analysis
is applicable to a broad range of sports, especially popular
sports. Although offense may be too minute as a unit for
sports like tennis and volleyball, other context based tempo-
ral segmentation, such as a score, is applicable. The impor-
tance of a context based temporal segmentation in an event
detection framework is what we want to highlight here. In
this paper, we demonstrate its application in video analysis
and event detection for the sport of soccer, although these
methods could be extended to other sports.

3. SYSTEM FOR OFFENSE BASED
SOCCER VIDEO ANALYSIS

We developed a system to verify and demonstrate the ap-
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plication of offense in sports video analysis. Currently the
system is designed for soccer video only, and we are working
on other sports types.

An overview of the system is shown in Figure 1. To
achieve the offense segmentation of a soccer video, shots are
segmented and classified into global view, close view and
out-of-field. Camera motion is estimated to initialize the of-
fense parsing, while domain knowledge is utilized to further
refine the segmentation. Once the video is parsed into of-
fenses, a new temporal segmentation is established for event
detection. Events could be detected and represented based
on each offense. Essential techniques for event inference with
multiple cues are developed as well. The technical details of
our algorithms are presented in the following sections.

3.1 Shot Segmentation
The raw video data is first segmented to shots by calculat-

ing the motion-compensated block-based frame difference,
which is defined as

D =
∑

Bk∈G

(min
(u,v)

∑

(x,y)∈Bk

(Ij(x, y)− Ij−1(x + u, y + v)))

where G is the set of all blocks (block size: 16 × 16), Bk

is a block, Ij(x, y) is the color of pixel (x, y) in frame j,
and (u, v) is within a search range of the motion vector.
This method avoids the problem of high color correlation
in sports video that exists for color histogram based shot
segmentation, and it is robust to local variances like camera
and object motions.

3.2 Semantic Color Extraction
Color is a widely used feature for shot classification [6,

24, 4]. In [21], an automatic algorithm is proposed to esti-
mate the dominant color and the player uniform colors with
Gaussian Mixture Models. The dominant color is usually
the playground color in sports video. The model is initial-
ized by two separate peaks in the color distribution and
then estimated with the EM algorithm. The first peak is
the overall histogram peak, while the second peak color is
the most frequent color that is reasonably distinct from the
first peak color. The extracted color model is tested against
whether it is actually a single color, based on the extracted
model parameters, and is further refined based on domain
constraints of sports videos. The player uniform colors are
extracted automatically as well by locating body regions us-
ing face detection results. We refer the readers to [21] for
technical details.

3.3 Shot Classification
Semantic color extraction provides very useful features

such as the playground color ratio Rg and player uniform
color ratio Rp (which are ratios between the number of cor-
responding color pixels and the number of pixels in a frame)
for shot classification. Note that Rp takes into account the
color pixels of both teams. Morphological operations (three
erosion and three dilation operations in our system) are per-
formed to eliminate the noise. In our system, all the shots
are classified into three categories: global view, close view
(close up and medium distance in the field), and out of field.
Global View: Rg > Tg and Rp ≤ Tp (a large playground
color ratio, and a small player uniform color ratio)
Out-of-field: Rg ≤ Tg and Rp ≤ Tp (a small playground
color ratio, and a small player uniform color ratio)
Close View: Rp > Tp (a large player uniform color ratio)

where Tg and Tp are two thresholds trained off-line by
SVM with ten minutes of labelled data. This approach per-
forms much better results than current techniques. Other
previous works [24, 6] have determined more categories, par-
ticularly close up and medium views. However, according to
our observations on video data, the many types of close up
and medium shots make it difficult to accurately distinguish
them, not only by automatic algorithms but also by humans.
These two types of views usually convey very similar seman-
tics and game information anyhow. For example, both close
up views and medium views are commonly used to track key
players.

3.4 Offense Detection
The main idea of offense detection is to segment adja-

cent frames in a global view with consistent camera motion
into individual offense attempt, where all non-global views
(including slow-motion replays) are incorporated with the
preceding offense. As we have discussed, the camera motion
is usually consistent with the offense direction.

3.4.1 Camera Motion Estimation
There are several reasons for choosing only global views

to estimate camera motion and determine offense:

1. Most global cameras for a soccer game are put on the
same side of the playground to avoid confusing the
audience. Consequently, the camera motion of global
views is consistent with the offense direction, while the
camera motion of closer views is arbitrary;

2. Camera motion estimation is more accurate for global
views and is generally insensitive to object motions
in comparison to close up and medium views, which
usually contain significant object motions;

3. In sports video, most close up and medium views high-
light previous events or key players in these events, and
are often shown during game breaks [24]. It is therefore
reasonable to combine them with the previous global
view of an offense.

Camera motion of each frame in global view shots is ex-
tracted by block-based motion estimation (block size: 16 ×
16) as used in MPEG encoders, which can potentially allow
real-time processing. Adjacent frames of the same camera
motion direction could be categorized into the same offense
segment. Here, only the horizontal component of a motion
vector mx is considered, and the offenses are correspondingly
classified into two classes: Left-to-Right and Right-to-Left.
mx is smoothed to avoid noise in motion estimation. Fig-
ure 2 (a) shows the smoothed camera horizontal motion for
a sample video (World Cup A1 frames 0 to 4000).

3.4.2 Initial Offense Segmentation
Table 1 shows the pseudo-code and the algorithm descrip-

tion for initial offense segmentation. All the non-global view
shots are grouped into the previous offense. In global view
shots, sometimes the camera is nearly stationary, or zoom-
ing into the field, thus the mx is very close to zero and the
corresponding frames are parsed into the previous offense.
When mx is large enough for a global view frame, two pos-
sible cases exist: 1) the direction of mx is consistent with its
previous offense, and obviously the frame should be parsed
into the previous offense; 2) the direction of mx is different
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Raw Video DataShotsShot SegmentationPlayground Color andPlayer Uniform ColorsSemantic Color Extraction Shot ClassificationColor Ratios Classified Shots CaptionsVideo Caption DetectionSlow-motionReplay ShotsSlow-motion Replay DetectionCamera Motion EstimationCamera Motion in Global View ShotsOffense DetectionOffensesShots with/without GoalNet and Goal MouthGoal Net and Goal Mouth Detection Event DetectionEventsGoal!!!Possession PossessionCalculation Global View Shot Close View Shot Out-of-field ShotLEGEND Camera Motion Offense with Direction
Figure 1: The overview of our system.
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Figure 2: Offense detection based on shot classifica-
tion and camera global motion estimation.

from its previous offense or there is no offense, which indi-
cates a new offense in the direction of mx. Since most global
view cameras are placed on the same side of the stadium to
avoid confusing the TV audience, the meaning of camera
motion is consistent in the game. Figure 2 (b) shows the
initial offense segmentation for the frame motions shown in
Figure 2 (a).

3.4.3 Offense Merging
Different offensive behaviour in soccer videos should be

addressed for better offense segmentation. The first one is
backward passing. As shown in Figure 2 (b), there are fre-
quent switches in offense from frame 2800 to 3700, which
is actually fore-and-aft passing of a team, quite common in
soccer video. Taking into account that a meaningful offense
should last for some time, it is reasonable to combine those
extremely short offenses for a smooth visual experience of
the users browsing the video clip.

In addition, two consecutive offenses in the same direction
and of very short intervals (e.g., around frame 200, 300 and
3800 in Figure 2 (b)) should be combined. These divisions
were caused by the initial offense segmentation algorithm
which concludes an offense when another global view ap-
pears. In soccer video programs, it is not uncommon for
some close views of the player controlling the ball to be in-
serted into an offensive segment mostly with a global view,
but these close views should not separate the offense.

Furthermore, when the offense reaches the penalty area
but fails to score, usually the close view shots and replay
shots are shown only after the offense fails (due to an offen-
sive foul or turnover). However, a turnover leads to a change
in offense. According to the initial offense segmentation al-
gorithm, this would attach the non-global views to the very
short offense of a single turnover kick. This problem should
be tackled as well.

Based on these considerations, we further merge and refine
the initial segmented offenses using the following domain
related rules (sorted by priority):

1. An offense with a slow-motion replay shot or no fewer
than two non-global view shots at the end is never
merged with the subsequent offense;

2. If a very short offense (L < To, where L is the length
of the shot and To is a threshold) is just between two
offenses with the same direction, these three offenses
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offcrtv = false; // whether an offense has been created in the video
offcrts = false; // whether an offense has been created in the shot
for (all shots) {

if (NOT global view) { // current shot is non-global view
if (offcrtv) { // offense has been created in the video

append the shot to current offense;
} } // else, noop;
else { // current shot is global view

if (offcrts), end current offense; // in this step, each offense has only one global view part.
// an offense ends when meets a new global view shot

offcrts = false; // no offense has been created in the shot
for (all frames in the shot) {

if (abs(mx) <= threshold) { // no significant horizontal motion
if (offcrts), append current frame to current offense; // offense has been created in the shot

} //else, noop;
else { // significant horizontal motion

if (offcrts) { // offense has been created in the shot
if (mx * od > 0) { // frame camera motion is consistent to current offense direction

append current frame to current offense;
}
else { // frame camera motion is not consistent to current offense direction

end current offense;
create a new offense, od = mx;

} }
else { // no offense has been created in the shot

create a new offense, od = mx;
offcrts = offcrtv = true; // an offense has been created in the video and the shot

} } } } }

Table 1: Pseudo-code for initial offense segmentation.

are merged into one ignoring the direction of the short
offense;

3. If a very short offense (L < To) is between two offenses
with different directions, merge it with the adjacent
offense that shares the same direction;

4. If two adjacent offenses have the same direction, and
the previous one has a single short (L < To) close view
shot at the end, merge these two offenses;

5. If two adjacent offenses have different directions, and
the latter one has a short (L < To) global view seg-
ment attached to close view shots or slow-motion re-
play shots, these two offenses are merged into one of-
fense with the direction of the first offense.

These rules are depicted in Figure 3 as well. In our system,
To is set to 2 seconds for all the experiments, based on user
study.1. No Merging2.3.4.5.
Figure 3: Offense merging handles different offensive
behaviour in soccer video.

The results for the sample video clip after merging are
shown in Figure 2 (c), problems in the initial offense segmen-
tation have been solved well. For example, most separate

backward passes are parsed into the correct offense. Exper-
imental results also show that even if a series of backward
passes is misclassified as an offense segment for the opposing
team, such a misclassification is not serious, since it usually
does not contain important plays that would be shown to
the user.

3.5 Possession Calculation
Possession percentage is often correlated to how much a

team is controlling a game. With the segmented offense rep-
resentation, one can easily count the possession percentage
by summing the offense time for each team and calculating
the ratios. Here, only the time of global view frames are cal-
culated, since they usually correspond to game play, while
non-global view frames are regarded as breaks in play.

3.6 Goal Detection
Bayesian networks are widely used for multi-modal feature

fusion and event detection [5]. The major difference between
our work and previous works are: 1) the event is detected
and presented based on each offense, while previous works
usually detect events in a fixed temporal window, like 15 or
30 seconds around some exciting occurrence; 2) several new
and useful cues are employed in our system.

The cues we used for the Bayesian network include:

1. C1: the length of the offense to;

2. C2: the length of game pause, e.g., the length of non-
global view shots tn;

3. C3: the number of close view shots nc;

4. C4: the number of slow-motion replay shots ns;
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5. C5: the number of out-of-field shots no;

6. C6: the number of shots containing the goal net nne;

7. C7: the number of shots containing the goal mouth ng;

8. C8: whether a caption is shown in the next offense bc;

C1, C2, C3 and C5 are directly extractable from the of-
fense segmentation and shot classification. The slow-motion
replay shots (C4) are detected based on [10, 16]. Only the
goal mouth (C7) is detected in global view shots using the
technique described in [20]. And video captions (C8) are
detected by analyzing the statistical pixel changes in the se-
quence [14, 1]. A detailed discussion of these existing tech-
niques is beyond the scope of this paper, and we refer the
readers to the references above.

The goal net (C6) is only detected in the close view shots
by texture analysis. A 17-D vector is used to represent a
region, and a Gaussian Mixture Model for net detection
is trained based on off-line labelled data. In the detection
phase, the frame of a close view shot is subsampled at differ-
ent scales. At each scale, the subsampled image is divided
into blocks (16 × 16 in our system), and each block is rep-
resented by the 17-D texture descriptor and then classified
into “net” or “non-net” according to the model. If more
than one third of the blocks are classified as “net” at some
scale, the frame, and subsequently the shot, is regarded as
having a net in it.

The goal event is denoted by X. So the problem is to
solve

X = arg max
X

P (X|C1, C2, · · · , C8)

as the cues are detected. The states of the stochastic vari-
ables X and Ci are shown in Table 2. In our system, like
previous works, we assume that all the Cis are conditionally
independent with respect to X. Although a full connected
Bayesian network would generate better results, it is very
difficult to find enough data to train such a complex model,
especially for the goal state, e.g., X = 1, since goals oc-
cur seldomly in soccer video. As a result, many items like
P (C3|X = 1, C1, C2) in a fully connected Bayesian network
would be zero while other items may be 1. This definitely
reduces the ability to expand the model. So we suggest
utilizing a simple Bayesian network based on conditional in-
dependence of all the cues, and try to extend to a more
complex model when we have more training data, especially
more offenses with goals, from the retrieval process using
the user feedback. Now the problem becomes

X = arg max
X

P (X|C1, C2, · · · , C8)

∝ arg max
X

P (X)P (C1|X)P (C2|X) · · ·P (C8|X)

The model is established with training data. And once the
cues are detected, the goal event could be inferred by solving
this equation.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We tested our system with 200 minutes of soccer video

from various sources: three from World Cup 2002 (WC),
two from the English Premier League 2003 (EPL), and one
from the German Soccer League - Bundesliga 2003 (GSL).
No training data was used for shot segmentation and of-
fense segmentation. The thresholds for shot classification

are extracted based on a ten minutes training data and a
SVM classifier. And the model for goal detection is trained
on ten other soccer video clips with add up to more than 5
hours.

4.1 Shot Segmentation and Classification
The experimental results for shot segmentation using our

motion-compensated block-based frame difference with shot
classification from playground color ratio and player uniform
color ratios are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 separately.

4.2 Offense Detection
The experimental results for offense detection based on

motion analysis and merging based refinement are shown in
Table 5. Since the offense itself is a semantic concept of
sports video, unlike shot segmentation, there is no ground
truth for offense detection results. As a result, soccer fans
who are unaware of our research work are asked to evaluate
the results. The evaluation has three levels: correct, nonde-
script, and false. The “nondescript” level is applied to some
game segments where the two teams are fighting to control
the ball. It is difficult to distinguish the offense direction in
this case. Incorrect segmentation is mainly due to a series
of backward passes, which is misclassified as an offense seg-
ment for the opposing team. However, critical events rarely
occur in these segments, so actually they make no difference
to the results (especially for event detection).

4.3 Possession Calculation
We compared our results for possession percentage based

on the offense time with officially released data, which is
shown after each half of the soccer game. However, only
four video clips have this figure shown in the video. The
results are shown in Table 6, which are very close to official
data. The differences could be attributed to two reasons:
1) some close up or medium views of play are not counted
into the possession time in our approach; 2) when a team
A passes the ball backward frequently, it could be counted
as offense time for the opposing team B. It is reasonable
from some perspective, since although the opposite team B
is not controlling the ball, it controls the game actually as it
presses the offense of team A. It should also be considered
that even for official data, different TV channels and sports
analysts may have slightly different results.

4.4 Goal Detection
Table 7 shows the results for goal detection in our frame-

work. As can be seen in the table, most goals have been
detected correctly. According to our further investigation,
the missed goals are due to quick starts in the mid-field af-
ter the goal and delayed slow-motion replays. And falsely
detected goals are attributed to some goal reviews during
game pauses and some exciting shots that seem to be goals.

For comparison, we also tried fixed slip window based tem-
poral segmentation for goal detection. However, we found
that the evaluation is difficult to make since the results are
highly dependent on the length of the window. A goal seg-
ment in different matches lasts from twenty seconds to more
than one minute. As a result, even though the fixed window
based approach detects a goal, it often does not present the
event appropriately to the user. In addition, the slip window
based calculation is more time consuming.

We think that exciting goal area events are more impor-
tant than less exciting segments to the users. In other words,
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0 1 2 3 4 5

Xi no goal goal - - - -
C1 to ∈ [0, 5) to ∈ [5, 10) to ∈ [10, 20) to ∈ [20, 40) to ∈ [40, 80) to ∈ [80,∞)
C2 tn ∈ [0, 1) tn ∈ [1, 2) tn ∈ [2, 6) tn ∈ [6, 18) tn ∈ [18, 60) tn ∈ [60,∞)
C3 nc = 0 nc = 1 nc = 2 nc = 3 nc ∈ [4, 6) nc ∈ [6,∞)
C4 ns = 0 ns = 1 ns = 2 ns = 3 ns = 4 ns ∈ [5,∞)
C5 no = 0 no = 1 no = 2 no = 3 no = 4 no ∈ [5,∞)
C6 nne = 0 nne = 1 nne = 2 nne = 3 nne = 4 nne ∈ [5,∞)
C7 ng = 0 ng = 1 ng = 2 ng = 3 ng = 4 ng ∈ [5,∞)
C8 bc = false bc = true - - - -

Table 2: The state of the stochastic variables and their corresponding physical meaning.

Sequence WC A1 WC A2 EPL B1 EPL B2
Shots (ground truth) 314 292 232 242

Shots (correctly detected) 295 277 216 225
Detection rate (%) 93.8 94.7 93.2 92.9

Table 3: Experimental results for shot segmentation.

Sequence WC A1 WC A2 EPL B1 EPL B2
G. C. O. G. C. O. G. C. O. G. C. O.

ground truth 125 162 27 112 160 20 84 129 19 87 130 25
G. (detected) 122 4 0 110 1 1 82 2 0 86 3 0
C. (detected) 3 146 7 2 152 4 2 119 6 1 116 9
O. (detected) 0 12 20 0 7 15 0 8 13 0 11 16

Table 4: Experimental results for shot classification. (G. - Global view, C. - Close up and medium, O. - Out
of field)

Sequence WC A1 WC A2 WC A3 EPL B1 EPL B2 GSL C1
Offenses (ground truth) 159 142 140 94 98 180

Offenses (correctly detected) 138 121 124 82 89 168
Offenses (nondescript) 5 4 3 3 3 4

Offenses (falsely detected) 16 17 13 9 6 8
Accuracy (%) 86.8 85.2 88.6 87.2 90.8 93.3

Table 5: Experimental results for offense detection.

Sequence WC A1 WC A2 EPL B1 GSL C1
Possession (official release, %) 49:51 55:45 58:42 50:50

Possession (calculated, %) 48.7:51.3 55.5:44.5 56.8:43.2 49.3:50.7

Table 6: Experimental results for possession calculation.

Sequence WC A1 WC A2 WC A3 EPL B1 EPL B2 GSL C1
Goals (ground truth) 2 3 1 0 5 1

Goals (correctly detected) 1 3 1 0 4 1
Goals (missed) 1 0 0 0 1 0

Goals (falsely detected) 0 1 1 2 1 0

Table 7: Experimental results for goal detection.

the users prefer to view a segment that is not a goal but a
good scoring opportunity (i.e., goal falsely detected), and
also not miss actual goals. In news highlights, these excit-
ing but unsuccessful scoring opportunities are often shown.
So our system is designed to trade off some accuracy for a
better detection rate. For example, some states are nearly
impossible for the offenses with goals, such as when the of-
fense has only one slow-motion replay shot, e.g., the data
shows that P (C4 = 1|X = 1) = 0. However, in order to

avoid missing a goal which is very strong in the other cues
but weak in C4, we still set P (C4 = 1|X = 1) to a non-
zero small possibility. As can be seen in the results, this
consideration is reasonable. With just several false detec-
tions, our system extracts nearly all the goals in the video.
Compared to other reported results [5, 3] that utilize differ-
ent cues, our results are better with less false alarms and a
more reasonable temporal representation for the events.
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5. DISCUSSIONS
The most time consuming part of our system is the block-

based camera motion estimation for each frame (the block-
based frame difference for shot segmentation is extracted in
this process too). However, our experiments show that the
speed is still in real time. On a standard PC with Athlon
2500+ CPU and 512M RAM, using the block-based match-
ing algorithm of OpenCV and then calculating the camera
motion, the average time for processing a 352 × 288 image
is 0.01577 seconds, which is equivalent to 63 frames per sec-
ond, clearly real time. And this time includes decoding the
DivX compressed AVI. If the motion vectors are extracted
directly from the MPEG file, the speed could be even faster.

Although our system is able to run in real time, in the
whole process, we need to iteratively utilize the context of
the video data to refine the results (such as semantic color
extraction). The context is also essential for event detec-
tion, since the slow-motion replay shots and captions are
all very important cues that appear after the event has oc-
cured. Consequently, our system takes a whole video as the
processing unit.

While several techniques such as shot segmentation and
shot classification are really common in sports video analy-
sis [1], what we really want to emphasize in this paper are
context based temporal segmentation for video analysis and
event detection based on multiple cues with domain knowl-
edge. Although different temporal segmentation units and
cues would (and should) be employed in different sports, the
concept is very similar. We are currently examining how to
apply this framework to different sports videos, such as vol-
leyball and tennis.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Temporal segmentation is a critical problem for video event

detection, which we have addressed in this paper. A new
semantic notion of offense is proposed accordingly, which
is not only a useful new semantic concept for sports video
analysis, but also an excellent temporal segmentation cue
for video event detection. A system is described to auto-
matically detect the offense in soccer video based on shot
classification and motion analysis. Each offense segment is
then used to calculate new semantics like possession, as well
as to detect goal events in video. Experimental results on
various sources of soccer video have verified that our ap-
proach extracts the new semantic notions successfully and
facilitates video event detection.
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